
1. The ministry began with one woman who desperately needed God.
“The ministry was not formed by a group of women trying to do ministry for God but by one woman
seeking a relationship with God.”

2. We didn’t set out with the intention to grow. We grew because of each woman who reached out to
another. Programs serving men, teens, and young girls were developed as a result of overwhelming
requests from wives and moms. TV stations began requesting our messages which are now broadcast on
30 faith-based networks and aired in over 150 countries, with the potential to reach 600 million people.
“It was never my intention to have a national ministry, but I was determined to reach women nationally.”

3. Every part of the ministry is built on scripture. “This ministry has been built from the knees up.”

4. The uniqueness in this ministry is based on the foundational scripture which God gave to Kim over 30
years ago. God used Isaiah 42:9 to announce a new ministry, one like never before with three
fundamental goals: First, “to open the eyes of the blind.” We are called to share the gospel. Second, “to
free the captives from prison.” We will help to release individuals from the prisons of guilt, shame,
addiction and everything that keeps them from being truly free. Third, “to release from the dungeons
those who sit in darkness.” We want to reach those who suffer depression, who are without hope.

5. While every teaching is scripturally-based, we do not have a typical bible study approach. We focus on
a few scriptures in every session so we can seek to really understand what they mean for us. “We don’t
dig into the scriptures; we allow the scriptures to dig into us.”

6. Our ministry is based on conversations. We know we don’t have all the answers. We want every
person to know that what they say is valuable. And that value is not in their job, in where they live, in
what their last name is or in how much money they have. That’s why we use first names only; it’s the
person in front of us that’s important. Our Friendship Agreement guides our discussions and shows us
how to support each person right where they are.
“God did not create us to be alone. Therefore, we cannot heal on our own.”

7. We believe that God will use everything that has happened in our lives, no matter how shameful,
wrong or painful, as a means of bringing hope to others. We don’t settle just to be healed. We challenge
each other to use our pain for the benefit of someone else. “We show the pathway to become a blessing
to others.”
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